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1. Abstract  

1.1. What is KHOSMO?

Khosmo is an idea born in the first half of 2018 from five people who 

strongly believe that the world is changing drastically with the advent of 

blockchain technology. Every day, we can observe how this technology is 

spreading more and more in every technological and non-technological 

field.

The Blockchain is the underlying technology on which Bitcoin and many 

other cryptocurrencies operate. In short: the blockchain allows anybody to 

send any amount of money (value) to anybody else in minutes, without the 

need to ask permission to do so. No more bank teller asking “why are you 

sending all this money to this person in China?”.

The internet freed up the circulation of information and in just a couple of 

decades took down corrupt governments, corporations and sprung 

countless industries into life. Blockchain will allow resources to flow freely 

wherever society decides they need to go.

We believe in the free dissemination of knowledge and dream of a world 

free from the chains of banks.

These beliefs have pushed us and motivated us to put into practice what 

we think, giving life to Khosmo.



1.2. Our vision

Our vision is a world free from the suffocating regulations that continually 

hinder the new start-ups and businesses that have been operating for 

years.

We believe in a world where there is no need for third-party permission to 

transfer value between two people.

As the first cypherpunks created Bitcoin in 2008, 10 years later we follow 

their footsteps creating Khosmo.

1.3. The HTML technology

Khosmo is based on the HTMLCOIN platform, a hybrid between BTC and 

ETH with which we have created our token.

Quoting the HTML Whitepaper:

“Htmlcoin is an advanced smart contracting platform, not a Bitcoin clone. 

The value of the Html Blockchain will be its smart contract based projects 

and the services offered on its platform.

• Enterprises, communities, and projects will use the Htmlcoin platform to 

crowdfund and run their businesses.

• Users will buy tokens in crowdfunded or established projects running on 

the Htmlcoin platform.

• Users will buy Htmlcoins to store value or transact across the network.

• Businesses and users will use the Htmlcoin platform for communication 

and education purposes.



The innovative construction of the Html Blockchain allows for practically 

every conceivable concept to be realized on its platform. All types and 

sizes of companies, schools, and communities can develop their ideas and 

projects on the Htmlcoin platform”

2. Khosmox

2.1. Khosmox

One of the most pressing problems for customers is the very high 
commissions that current exchanges offer. 
The product we want to offer is a competitive exchange with the lowest 
existing fees and the best security for traders.

We are aware that the number of exchanges increases day by day.
Analyzing all the existing ones, we asked ourselves what were the factors 
that could make an exchange better than the others.
From this question Khosmox is born.
The biggest problems of existing exchanges are:
- Security
- Scalability
- High fees
- Difficulty in use by less experienced users
- Protection of user privacy
We are aware that building an exchange is something that requires an 

huge work from the developers and that if things are not done to 

perfection, the funds and privacy of users would be endangered.

For this reason we believe that with our skills and experience we can 

revolutionize the trade of cryptocurrencies.



Khosmox, in the initial period will be an exchange of pure 

cryptocurrencies.

 It will support trading in the following coins:

● BTC

● BCH

● ETH

● LTC

● HTML

● KHO

Device Coverage

We will provide cross-platform trading clients for:

● Web-based trading client

● Android

● iOS

Listing

We will do a careful analysis and choose only the most important coins or 

those with more potential.

We will also list coins / tokens born recently, if they meet our standards 

and will show to be strong and valid projects.

We will ask for a fee to be listed on our exchange, because what we want 

is to offer traders quality projects, avoiding scam and pump & dump.



2.2. Revenue Model

Khosmox’s revenue will come from the following sources:  

3. KHO and the Team
3.1. KHO token

KHOSMO is a token issued on the HTMLCOIN blockchain. Its design follows 

the widely adopted token implementation standards. This allows token 

holders to easily store and manage their KHO tokens using existing 

solutions including HTMLCOIN Wallet. 

There are only 18,000,000 KHO tokens and this number will remain the 

same forever. 70% of tokens will freely distribuited with bountys, 10% will 

be used for the development of Khosmox and 20% will be allocated to the 

founding team. To learn how to get KHO, visit khosmo.net

Source Description

Exchange Fee Khosmox will charge only a 0.1% fixed fee per trade. We will also introduce 
discount and 0 fee promotion. The fee will stay forever under 0.1%.

Withdrawal Fee There will be a small fee for withdrawals.

Listing Fee There will be a fee that coins will pay to be listed on Khosmox. This fee this fee will 
be variable in time.

http://khosmo.net


3.2. The Team

After thinking about it, we decided to remain anonymous. We do not want 

Khosmo to have faces behind it, but let Khosmo himself be the face. Our 

representative is Joe Harwin, who was the originator of the project. We are 

several people immersed in the blockchain sector with years of experience 

behind us, we know what we do, how much work it requires and we 

decided to dedicate full time to our project.

We have not launched an ICO because we do not want to ask people for 

money, we have our sources for this. We will distribute KHO for free to the 

first people who will come into our family.

4. The market and financial model
4.1. How will be the crypto market size in the next years?

We strongly believe that we are at the beginning of a radical revolution in the 

economic sphere. In the past years, with the advent of blockchain we have 

witnessed a radical change in the world. The current interest in blockchain 

technology and cryptocurrencies has increased exponentially in recent 

years and we believe the rally has just begun. Our vision sees a decidedly 

larger increase in the coming years, with the ever-increasing interest from 

the most important institutions.

In any case, what we are aiming at is the diffusion among the single 

people of our cryptocurrency and educating everyone about money.



5. Final Conclusion
5.1. Conclusion
To conclude, we would like to thank all the people who believe in us and in 

our project. Our vision is to change the world in a more transparent, 

decentralized way. Thanks to blockchain technology all this has become 

possible today, which is why we decided to participate in this revolution by 

creating Khosmo. We invite you to follow the developments of our project 

using all our communication channels that you can find on our website.

Thank you for taking your time reading our Whitepaper.

In blockchain we trust.

Khosmo Team
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